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Billets of hexagonal boron nitride powders (h-BN) were
hot-pressed, varying the alignment of the platelike particles
and the amount of oxide additives. Increasing either alignment of individual grains or the amount of additives was
shown to increase flexural strength, to approximately 120
MPa at ambient temperatures. h-BN was shown to deflect
cracks initially propagating normal to its basal planes.
I.

weight fraction and the alignment of the h-BN as listed in Table
I. The oxides added to the h-BN were SiO2, Y2O3, and Al2O3,
chosen to simulate the secondary phase observed in h-BN interfaces.15 The relative amount of each additive was kept constant according to 1.00 g of SiO2:1.34 g of Y2O3:0.18 g of
Al2O3. The boron nitride and additives were ball-milled
in methanol for 4 h with silicon nitride media before further
processing.
BN billets were fabricated to give both highly aligned and
less aligned microstructures. In the less aligned configuration,
the h-BN/additive mixture was placed directly into a graphite
die and hot-pressed. Billets BN-22LA (22 wt% additives) and
BN-31LA (31 wt% additives) were fabricated by this method.
Several additional processing steps were required to align
the basal planes of the boron nitride. In the first step, approximately 50 vol% boron nitride/additives were blended with
poly(ethylene-co-ethyl acrylate) and methoxy-polyethylene
glycol 550 in a high-shear mixer at 150°C. The resulting ceramic/polymer mixture was subsequently pressed into a thin (2
mm) sheet at 100°C. The flow of the mixture under the applied
load has previously been shown to align the platelike grains of
boron nitride.13 Following the first pressing, the thin sheet was
cut into 25.4 mm squares and stacked, one on top of the other.
The stacked squares were then heated and pressed again. This
stacking/pressing step was repeated twice more, with each subsequent pressing further aligning the boron nitride grains. The
final pressed sheet was cut into 50 mm × 78 mm sheets,
stacked, and placed in a steel die. The sheets were warmpressed at 150°C and 3 to 4 MPa, melting the polymer binder
and slightly compacting the stack. The end result was a 10 to
12 mm thick billet. Next, the billet was placed on a bed of
silicon nitride powder in a tube-furnace and heated slowly to
700°C in flowing nitrogen to remove the polymer binder. Following cooling, a post-binder burnout heat treatment was performed in flowing air to remove residual carbon, heating the
billet through 400°C. The resulting billet was labeled
BN-22HA.
All three billets were hot-pressed at 1740°C under an applied
pressure of 25 MPa for 1 h and 45 min. The heating rate was
approximately 600°C/h, and load was not applied until the
temperature (measured off the surface of the die with a pyrometer) reached 1200°C.
The 6 mm thick billets were machined to 4.5 mm by removing equal amounts of material from both sides, then cut into 3.8
mm × 4.5 mm × 48 mm flexure bars for 4-point flexural testing.
The tensile surface was polished to a 3 m finish prior to

Introduction

H

EXAGONAL boron nitride (h-BN) has many unique engineering properties and uses.1–4 For example, additions of
h-BN to alumina5 and silicon nitride6–8 improved thermal
shock resistance. These improvements may be due to microcracks that exist between basal planes in h-BN.9–11 h-BN can
also be used as a weak interface between layers12 or filaments13,14 of silicon nitride. However, recent research has
shown that interfaces created with BN powders often include a
secondary phase.15
In the current research, the physical and mechanical properties of h-BN with varying amounts of an added secondary
phase were studied to learn about the intrinsic properties of this
common interface material. Also investigated in the current
research was the role of h-BN grain alignment on crack deflection. Mechanical evaluations of strength were determined
at room temperature.

II.

Experimental Methods

Hexagonal boron nitride (Advanced Ceramics, HCP), consisting of platelike grains 7 to 10 m in diameter and 0.1 to 0.3
m thick, was used to fabricate the composite billets. Its residual oxygen content was 0.4 wt%. At this level of oxygen
content, h-BN is not expected to sinter.16
Three configurations were investigated, varying the oxide
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Table I.

48109-2136

Physical Properties of the Three Monolithic BN Billets

Sample

Wt fraction of
oxide
additives†

Density
(g/cm3)

Oxides formed
by additives

25°C strength
(MPa)

BN-22HA

0.22

2.37 ± 0.02

117 ± 14

BN-22LA
BN-31LA

0.22
0.31

2.25 ± 0.02
2.43 ± 0.02

␤-Y2Si2O7,‡
␣-Y2Si2O7§
␣-Y2Si2O7‡
␣-Y2Si2O7‡

74 ± 4
105 ± 6

†
Additives were added according to 1.00 g of SiO2:1.34 g of Y2O3:0.18 g of Al2O3. ‡JCPDF 38−440.
JCPDF 38−223.

§
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Fig. 1. Bright-field TEM image of BN-22HA. Note the alignment
and microcracking between basal planes of boron nitride and the secondary phases that result from the oxide additives.

flexure testing. Density measurements were made on the same
test specimens via the immersion method.17 CuK␣ radiation
was used for the X-ray diffraction experiments.
Mechanical testing was performed on a commercial screwdriven load frame (Instron 4483, Canton, MA) equipped with a
5 kN load cell and a fully articulated 4-point bend fixture. The
inner and outer spans were fixed at 20 and 40 mm, respectively.
The strength of each test specimen was measured perpendicular
to the hot-pressing direction. Three replicates were run for each
billet, all at a crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min.
A cross-sectional TEM specimen of BN-22HA was fabricated using the tripod or wedge polishing technique.14 The
sample was ion milled on both sides simultaneously for approximately 1 h at a current of 0.5 mA. A JEOL 2000FX
(200kV) TEM was used to view the sample.
III.

Results and Discussion

(1) Physical Properties
Table I lists the phases formed by the oxide additives during
hot-pressing, as determined by XRD. Both ␣-Y2Si2O7 and
␤-Y2Si2O7 were observed in BN-22HA; however, ␣-Y2Si2O7
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was observed only in BN-22LA and BN-31LA. No phases with
aluminum atoms were observed.
Each hot-pressed billet was lubricious to touch and demonstrated good structural integrity. They were predominantly
white when viewed in the hot-pressing direction and grayish
when viewed normal to this direction (i.e., from the side). The
grayish color was due to the manifestation of oxide phases
primarily between the basal oriented grains of h-BN.
Figure 1 presents a bright-field TEM cross-sectional image
from BN-22HA. The micrograph shows “stacked” grains of
boron nitride with characteristic microcracking observed between basal planes.9 The oxide phases formed during hotpressing are the dark regions located between the BN grains.
No amophous regions were observed using selected area diffraction techniques.
The densities of samples cut from each billet are provided in
Table I. For reference, the theoretical densities of BN2 and
␣-Y2Si2O718 are 2.28 and 4.30 g/cm3, respectively. Measuring
approximately 25 vol% oxide phase from Fig. 1 using a graphical method, a theoretical density of 2.8 g/cm3 is calculated for
BN-22HA and BN-22LA. Therefore, BN-22HA and BN-22LA
are approximately 85% and 80% dense, respectively. In the
calculation for BN-22HA, we have not differentiated between
the densities of a ␣- and ␤-Y2Si2O7 because of the difficulty in
determining the amounts of each phase. BN-22HA demonstrated a higher density as compared to BN-22LA due to its
highly aligned microstructure. Higher internal porosity would
be expected in BN-22LA, due to unaligned grains prohibiting
efficient packing. BN-31LA had a higher density than BN22HA due to its higher oxide content. The open porosity for all
samples was very low, less than 0.2%. This is likely due to
smearing of the soft BN grains during polishing, closing surface porosity.
(2) Mechanical Properties
Table I presents the strength at room temperature for each of
the three billets. For billets with equal amounts of secondary
phase (BN-22HA and BN-22LA), an increase in strength was
noted for the highly aligned billet. Figure 2 shows the microstructure from fractured BN-22HA and BN-22LA samples.
The basal planes of the boron nitride powders are clearly highly
aligned in BN-22HA, oriented perpendicular to the hotpressing direction. In BN-22LA, the basal planes of many individual grains are oriented nearly parallel with respect to the
hot-pressing direction. It is likely the h-BN platelets oriented
perpendicular to tensile stresses (and parallel with the hot-

Fig. 2. Fracture surfaces of (a) BN-22HA and (b) BN-22LA. No basal oriented grains were observed parallel to the hot-press direction in
BN-22HA.
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Fig. 3. BN-22HA and BN-31LA samples fractured by flexure loading. The crack followed a more tortuous path in the sample with well-aligned
BN grains.

pressing direction) in BN-22LA act as preexistent flaws, either
due to the intrinsic weakness between basal planes or due to
existing microcracks, reducing its strength.
The flexure strength of BN-31LA was 105 MPa, approximately 25 to 30 MPa higher than measured for BN-22LA.
Increasing the amount of additives would increase the strength
of the hot-pressed billets by reducing the flaw size associated
with porosity.
Crack deflection was observed in all three of the current BN
monolithic billet configurations as the crack followed a tortuous path as it propagated through the thickness of the test
specimen. This was most prevalent in BN-22HA, shown in Fig.
3, and is a result of the highly aligned grains. In BN-31LA and
BN-22LA (not shown), the propagating crack followed a much
straighter path through the thickness of the sample.
IV.

Summary

Monolithic billets of h-BN were fabricated, varying both
alignment of the boron nitride grains and the amount of oxide
additives. The oxide additives formed crystalline phases that
were primarily located between basal planes of boron nitride.
Increased grain alignment and amount of additives resulted in
increased flexural strength. Crack deflection was observed to
be strongly influenced by grain alignment, increasing as the
platelike grains were oriented perpendicular to the propagating
crack.
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